Introduction
Databases usually embody the core of costly, strategic and long-lived information systems. However careful and accurate the initial design may have been, a database schema is likely to undergo changes and revisions after implementation. In order to avoid the loss of data after schema changes, many object-oriented systems like O [1] , ORION (ITASCA) [2] , and GemStone [3] support schema evolution, which provides (partial) automatic recovery of the extant data by adapting them to the new schema. However, if only the updated schema is retained, all the applications compiled with the past schema may cease to work. In order to let applications work on multiple schemata, schema evolution is not sufficient and the maintenance of more than one schema is required. This leads to the notion of schema versioning and schema version which is the persistent outcome of the application of schema modifications.
In OODBMSs used in design environments, schema versioning was introduced to support different users/teams concurrently working on parallel schema versions [4, 5, 6] . In this framework, schema versions are hierarchically organized as a DAG, where version derivation lines can be branching (and even merging) and no temporal aspects are considered at all.
More recently, the adoption of object-oriented models has become a common choice in novel application domains, like GIS and spatio-temporal databases, biomedical and multimedia databases, where temporal requirements play a great role (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10] ). In this context, if the adoption of a temporal database allows one to represent and manage the history of data objects (extensional properties), the introduction of temporal schema versioning enables one to represent and manage the history of the structure of data objects (intensional properties). Whereas a great deal of focuses on the operational aspects of schema versioning in order to provide users with a provably correct evolving schema whose data can then be manipulated through different schema versions. In general, the schema change support implies the adoption of statements for schema modification defined by means of primitives (LLPs -Low Level Primitives) acting on "atomic" elements of the underlying data model [2] . Starting from a general object-oriented model, we will first formally define the semantics at schema and data level of a well-understood taxonomy of schema changes. Then, we will study the impact of schema changes on an evolving schema supporting one or two temporal dimensions and on the underlying database. As to the underlying database, we will show how in our model an evolving schema can interact with a conventional database (denoted as snapshot database in the temporal context) as well as with a temporal database with valid and/or transaction time support.
The proposed formalization is aimed at characterizing two issues related to the temporal schema versioning problem: the formal correctness of the schema transformation process (and of the resulting evolving schema) and the possibility of accessing data through different schema versions.
As far as the former issue is concerned, its purpose is to ensure high availability and quality of the information in a system in operation which is subject to schema changes. We will show that the way the operational semantics for schema changes is defined ensures the correctness of the schema modification process and, in general, of the interaction between an evolving schema and the underlying database.
As far as the latter issue is concerned, since multiple schema versions can coexist on top of a database, the usefulness of accessing data through schema versions different from the current one becomes apparent (e.g. for the reuse of applications compiled with previous schema versions). , which is is a partial order on ¢ ¡ . In a class version hierarchy, the type associated with each class must be a refinement of the types of all its superclasses. To represent this notion, starting from a class version hierarchy, we can introduce a subtyping relation (X ) that specifies when one type refines another. 
Definition 1 (Subtyping Relation
)
Objects, Values and Instances
Usually, a schema defines a set of constraints which a database must satisfy in order to be legal. In particular an instance assigns object identifiers to classes, and values to object identifiers. 
is the usual interpretation of that type; 
Notice that an instance can be legal for more than one schema versions. G u
The following are instead legal values only for types belonging to
Given the following value assignment:
Action of Schema Changes at Schema and Instance Level (Local Effects)
¡ (Instance Update), whose behaviour specifies how instances have to be modified in order to become consistent with the schema version resulting from the application of a schema change. for all the schema changes listed in Tab. 1. The formalization we propose allows the schema update process to be formally checked and some desirable properties to be ensured. These aspects will be investigated in Sec. 3.3.
We first introduce two associative operations ¡ ¦ (concatenation) and ¢ H ¦ (elimination) defined on the record type. More specifically, function. The final step must also deal with problems related to multiple inheritance, which are solved by rejecting operations involving the integration of incompatible types. Notice that the application of a change to the class type is not always possible. In particular, in order to delete an attribute or to change its name, the attribute must have been locally defined in the class, rather than simply being inherited by any of its superclasses, where it has been defined. Moreover, in order to change the name of an attribute, no other property in the type of 
Changes to the Class Collection
In this subsection, we consider the behaviour of the changes to the class collection. Let us start from modifications to hierarchical relationships. To add or delete a supertype, respectively, means to make an existing class . In both cases, two steps are required: 4 An alternative approach would consist in recalculating the type of the classes included in¨© by choosing the most specific type when two properties with the same name occur. However, in this case, a problem arises during the propagation of types to objects due to the semantic interpretation of data, as both properties with the same name are already populated with meaningful values. 
Schema Change
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could also cause such a relation to lose the property of being a partial order if, for instance, the antisymmetry is broken or a cycle is introduced. In such a case, the operation is rejected.
In the addition of a new superclass, since the inheritance relation is augmented with a new relationship, all subtyping relationships which were valid in the previous schema version continue to be valid.
The deletion of a superclass, due to the "reduction" of the subtyping relation, is actually the only schema modification which requires the re-computation of the type of all the classes of the lattice. continues to exist since the class version hierarchy relation is a partial order. These relationships can be deleted through the removal of all the hierarchical relationships between c f e and its subclasses. For all the other schema modifications we propose local solutions which only involve the classes included in the lattice rooted on the modified class.
The class addition or deletion, instead, involve a single class. The primitive change AddClass produces an empty class with type any. This new class is isolated in the class hierarchy, that is it has neither superclasses nor subclasses. More complex changes, like "add a class with attributes" in the middle of the class version hierarchy, could be effected by combining primitive changes, for example AddClass followed by AddAttribute and AddSuperclass. In the same way, also DeleteClass requires that the class to be deleted be isolated. Any complex change, like "delete a class in the middle of the class version hierarchy", could be effected by making DeleteClass follow all the necessary DeleteSuperclass that must be executed in order to isolate the class before deletion. In any case, deleting a class may give rise to a new problem since all references (by means of attributes) to such a class become dangling. To solve this problem, various approaches have been proposed [2, 25, 26] . The two mainstream solutions are the following:
1. transform any reference to the deleted class into any and any reference to its corresponding objects into u ) V C (i.e. this is the solution adopted by O [25] ), 2. forbid schema versions giving rise to referential integrity problems that could be avoided by executing appropriate schema changes before the DeleteClass operation.
Since the first solution can be obtained by means of specific schema and object changes (already provided by our model), we continue to follow the LLP approach by adopting the second solution.
Obviously, in an implementation phase, the schema changes to be placed before the DeleteClass operation can (semi)automatically be applied by the system. The components of and ¡ modified by the application of the AddClass and DeleteClass operations are shown in Tab. 3. The last schema change is the "change the name of a class" operation which leads to a new schema version where all its elements have been modified in order to replace all occurrences of 
Correctness of the Schema Update Process
The formalization of the schema update and propagation mechanism allows the evolving schema process to be formally checked. The correctness of the process is carried out according to the following two requirements.
The schema update function must be correct, that is it must respect the semantics of types and inheritance.
The instance update function ¡ must be correct as well, that is it should ensure that the mapping associated with each schema change produces a legal instance for the corresponding transformed schema version.
First, we consider the semantics of types and inheritance during the schema update process. The function defined above always applies the function which is devoted to the computation of the class types after each schema change by means of the meet operator ( £ ) applied to a given set of types. The following Lemma states that the £ operation is monotonic. 
Lemma 1 Let
Now, we can show that the schema update process preserves the class hierarchy semantics. In other words, each schema change transforms well-formed schema versions into well-formed schema versions. 
Theorem 1 Let
Lemma 2 Let
Thence, the propagation process only produces legal instances for the transformed schema version. 
Theorem 2 Let
As a final remark, it should be noted that the problem of the correctness of a schema under modifications has already been investigated in the schema evolution context. The main approach (adopted for instance by ORION [2] , COCOON [27] , O [1] ) consists in defining and enforcing a number of invariants:
Closure Invariants All types in the type lattice have supertypes.
Acyclicity Invariant There are no cycles in the type lattice.
Rootedness Invariant There is a single type which is the supertype of all types.
Full Inheritance Invariant
The type of a class consists of the native (or proper) type and inherited types.
Axiom of Unique Naming Classes must have unique names in the schema version; attributes must have different names within their domain class types.
Notice that all of them hold in our definition of schema version. Therefore, Theorem 1 ensures that such invariants are preserved throughout the schema modification process.
Interaction between Intensional and Extensional Versioning: a Temporal Approach
A schema describes the structure of the data that are stored in a database.
introduces the notion of evolving schema, which is the core of the temporal schema versioning support. As to the underlying database, we impose no restriction on the temporal dimensions they support. In the temporal database literature, two time dimensions are usually considered: valid time (concerning the real world) and transaction time (concerning the database life) [28] . In fact, we will show how an evolving schema can interact with snapshot databases as well as with temporal databases with valid and/or transaction time support.
Temporal Schema Versioning
As far as the temporal dimensions involved in schema versioning are concerned, versioning along one time dimension gives rise to transaction-or valid-time schema versioning and versioning along both time dimensions produces bitemporal schema versioning [16] .
Transaction-time schema versioning Transaction-time schema versioning allows on-time schema changes, that is schema changes that are effective when applied. In this case, the management of time is completely transparent to the user: only the current schema can be modified and schema changes are effected in the usual way, without any reference to time. However, support of past schema versions is granted by the system non-deletion policy, so that the user can always rollback the full database to a past state of its life.
Valid-time schema versioning
It has long been debated whether valid time is eligible for schema versioning, and the answer depends on application requirements: valid-time schema versioning is necessary when retroactive or proactive schema modifications have to be supported [16] and it is useful to assign a temporal validity to schema versions. With valid-time schema versioning, multiple schema versions, valid at different times, are all available to access and manipulate data and also for further modifications. The newly created schema version can be assigned any validity by the designer (also in the past or future to effect resp. retro-or pro-active schema modifications). The (portions of) existing schema versions overlapped by the validity of the new schema version are overwritten.
Bitemporal schema versioning
In this case both time dimensions are used. In addition to transaction-time schema versioning, retro-and pro-active schema updates are supported. With respect to valid-time schema versioning, the complete history of schema changes is maintained as no schema version is ever discarded (overlapped portions are "archived" rather than deleted). In a system where full auditing/traceability of the maintenance process is required, only bitemporal schema versioning allows verifying whether a schema version was created by a retro-or pro-active schema change.
we consider all the three kinds of temporal schema versioning.
Evolving Schema and Temporal Databases
An evolving schema consists of a collection of schema versions defined over a set class names and attribute names. In particular, an evolving schema associates each schema version with its temporal pertinence, which is defined as a subset of the time domain.
In accordance with the BCDM model [29] , the notion of time is represented in ' and ' ' in transaction time are purely conventional, as they represent system events that have not happened yet.
Since valid and transaction time are orthogonal dimensions (with a different meaning), we will use subscripts to distinguish between them. Hence, the time domains of interest for valid-time, transaction-time and bitemporal schema versioning in
, respectively. The temporal pertinence (timestamp) of a schema version can always be represented by means of a disjoint union of intervals in the first two cases and of rectangles in the last case, where each rectangle is the product of a transaction-and a valid-time interval.
In
, one of the conditions which an evolving schema must satisfy is that temporal pertinences of different schema versions are disjoint, that is at most one schema version is associated to each temporal chronon as the one "active" (i.e. current and/or valid) at that time. 
Definition 7 (Evolving Schema
, where: ; the outcome is:
The evolving schema after transaction t3 is: 
. In fact, it defines the following pertinences:
is a set of (snapshot) database instances and
, respectively, if a valid-time, transaction-time or bitemporal database is considered. Notice that we are not interested here in a detailed modeling of temporal databases but rather in the investigation of the interaction between an evolving schema and its extensional component. For this reason we have adopted an abstract (functional) generic approach to temporal databases; however, any specific temporal data model (e.g. [11] ) can be put in this form.
Definition of Legal Databases
In this subsection we introduce the notion of legal database by considering all the combinations of the two orthogonal levels of versioning, intensional and extensional. Notice that an evolving schema is made up of one or more schema versions, whereas a database consists of one or more instances. Hence, in all the cases we will consider, consistency will always be based on the notion of legal instance for a schema version (Def. 4); the cases will simply differ on the instances and schema versions to be considered. As far as the interaction between the temporal dimensions involved in intensional and extensional versioning, we follow here a Synchronous Management approach [16] , according to which temporal data are always stored, retrieved and updated through the schema version having the same temporal pertinence. Notice that the synchronous management is the usual choice for schema versioning support in object-oriented databases, where data objects are normally only visible (and updatable) through the schema version they belong to, that is the one in which they were created [17] . We will consider, at intensional level: transaction-time (tS), valid-time (vS) and bitemporal schema versioning (tvS), and, at extensional level: snapshot (D), transaction-time (tD), valid-time (vD) and bitemporal databases (tvD).
Let us start with the interaction between an evolving schema and a snapshot database (D), which is simply made up of one instance. We must introduce different consistency conditions according to the semantics of the time dimensions supported by schema versioning. In fact, a To be read as: "The instance(s) above... ...must be legal wrt schema version above". 5 . As a consequence, when an evolving schema interacts with a snapshot database, a current and present schema version must always exist.
A transaction-time database (tD) can only "mimic" the evolution of the modeled real world evolution by means of its own modification history. In this perspective, the transaction-time pertinence of the stored data gives also the best possible approximation of their validity [31] . For this reason, when valid-time schema versioning is supported, transaction-time of data has to coincide with the valid-time of the schema to comply with a synchronous management. On the other hand, when transaction-time schema versioning is supported, a "pure" full synchronous approach can be followed.
As to a valid-time database (vD), it allows one to maintain the most accurate history (as known by users) of the modeled real world in the current state of the system. For this reason, when transaction-time schema versioning is supported, we require all instances in the valid-time database to be legal for the current schema version. When valid-time schema versioning is supported, a synchronous management forces us to consider the valid-time adopted for intensional and extensional versioning to be exactly the same. The case of bitemporal schema versioning can be simply managed as the combination of the previous two.
Finally, for a bitemporal database (tvD) we require full compliance with the adopted synchronous management approach.
All the resulting consistency constraints are summarized in Tab. 4 , showing the conditions a database¨ © must satisfy in order to be legal with respect to an evolving schema
The columns on the right correspond to the three different kinds of intensional versioning whereas rows correspond to the four different kinds of extensional versioning. For each kind of database and of evolving schema, the table shows which instance(s) must be legal with respect to which schema version(s).
Dealing with Multiple Schema Versions
The evolving schema definition given in Def. 7 states that each schema version is the outcome of the application of one or more schema changes to another schema version. In other words, if derives from the application of the schema modification 
, whereas the semantics of valid time allows different schema versions (created via proactive schema changes) to be associated to different points in
. However, in order to enforce the consistency rules, we can always consider an anchored value of
, that coincides with the present time. This corresponds to consider the denotation of the "valid-time variable"
at the reference time of evaluation [30] . . More precisely, the graph is a tree where each schema version has at most one predecessor since always generates a new schema version.
In a system with schema versioning support, the opportunity to access instances which are legal for a schema version through other schema versions will arguably be seized (e.g. to run compiled applications against data conforming to a subsequently modified schema). The schema graph can represent a way for understanding how to transform data such that they become consistent with respect to the target schema version. This will be possible only if each edge of the schema graph can be followed in both directions. Our first aim, thus, is to show that each schema modification w has an inverse w % in the supported collection. In some cases, reversibility of schema modification requires the introduction of some applicability conditions. Tab. 5 lists the modifications to be applied when inverses are required. The following theorem ensures that, under some conditions on the source schema, the given changes are actually the inverse modifications of the supported schema changes. For instance, the applicability condition 
Action of Schema Changes at Evolving Schema and Database Level (Global Effects)
When schema versioning is supported, schema changes allow database administrators to add new schema versions to the evolving schema, to reflect structural modifications to the modeled real world. In
each schema change affects one schema version and generates a new one. In the temporal context, where schema versions are "distributed" along the supported time dimensions, two aspects have to be considered: which schema version is subject to change, which is the temporal pertinence of the new schema version resulting from the schema change.
When transaction time is supported, its particular semantics forces the current schema version(s) to be exclusively considered for changes and the interval to be assigned as the transactiontime pertinence to the resulting schema version. On the other hand, the management of valid time is only under the users' responsibility. For this reason, when valid time is supported, we require users to specify which schema version has to be modified and which is the valid-time pertinence of the newly introduced schema version. This is accomplished by means of two parameters to be added to the schema change specification: the schema selection validity and the schema change validity. The former (0 ! 0 ) is a valid-time chronon and is used to select the schema version; the latter (0 # R ) is a valid-time element, that is a disjoint union of valid-time intervals, representing the validity to be assigned to the schema change result.
Therefore, when one or more schema changes in Tab. 1 have to be applied to the schema, one schema version is selected: the current one, for transaction-time schema versioning, the one which satisfies the schema selection validity (i.e. valid at 0 ! 0 ) for valid-time schema versioning and, among the current schema versions, the one which satisfies the schema selection validity for bitemporal schema versioning. Then a new schema version is generated as the outcome of the schema change(s) effected on the selected schema version. The temporal pertinence of the new schema version is Fig. 2(c) ). The resulting evolving schema was described in Ex. 3.
In a database management system, an evolving schema must be associated with a legal database. When it undergoes changes, its database must be modified too in order to become legal for the new evolving schema. The problem can be solved according to the following steps:
1. locate the instance(s) of the database to be modified; 2. transform those instances such that the entire database becomes legal for the transformed evolving schema.
As to the first point, let us compare an evolving schema before and after any schema change: the association of the time domain with schema versions which is encoded by and @ e is only modified in the portion overlapping the temporal pertinence of the newly introduced schema version (modified portion in the following, that is Fig. 3(c) ):
Example 6 Let us assume the bitemporal evolving schema of Ex. 3 to interact with a valid-time database. We assume that, after the transaction t1 which created the initial schema
For a complete definition of the¨ In the Theorem which follows, we eventually consider global correctness of an evolving schema. It stems from the fact that for any kind of evolving schema and database, the application of a schema change leads to a transformed database which continues to be legal for the modified evolving schema. 
Theorem 4 Let
The proof directly follows from Lemma 3 and from the definitions of legal database for evolving schema and schema update function .
Related Work and Discussion
The problems of schema evolution and schema versioning support have been widely studied in relational and object-oriented database papers: [17] provides an excellent survey on the main issues concerned. The introduction of schema change facilities in a system involves the solution of two fundamental problems: the semantics of change, which refers to the effects of the change on the schema itself, and the change propagation, which refers to the effects on the underlying data instances. The former problem involves the checking and maintenance of schema consistency after changes, whereas the latter involves the consistency of extant data with the modified schema.
In the object-oriented field, two main approaches were followed to ensure consistency in pursuing the "semantics of change" problem. The first approach is based on the adoption of invariants and rules, and has been used, for instance, in the ORION [2] and O [1] systems. The second approach, which was proposed in [32] and developed in the context of the TIGUKAT [33] , is based on the introduction of axioms. In the former approach, the invariants define the consistency of a schema, and definite rules must be followed to maintain the invariants satisfied after each schema change. In the latter approach, a sound and complete set of axioms (provided with an inference mechanism) formalises the dynamic schema evolution, which is the actual management of schema changes in a system in operation. The compliance of the available primitive schema changes with the axioms automatically ensures schema consistency, without need for explicit checking, as incorrect schema versions cannot actually be generated.
For the "change propagation" problem, several solutions have been proposed and implemented in real systems, which can be ascribed to four main approaches: 4. Hybrid: uses or combines two or more of the previous approaches -used for instance in Sherpa [36] and O [1] .
In any case, simple default mechanisms can be used, or user-supplied conversion functions must be defined for non-trivial extant object updates. The work [37] introduces an axiomatic model for change propagation which is capable of identifying in a declarative manner the set of objects affected by a schema change, that can serve, for instance, as input to any available object conversion method. Instead of relying on automatic re-organisation of the data after the schema change, in [38] a declarative instance update programming language is proposed to be used in combination with schema updates. A remarkable advantage of this approach is that it is based on a formal notion of consistency, which provides the user with a decidable static consistency checking mechanism to validate the schema and extant data modifications.
A completely different approach is taken in [39] , where algorithms were devised to analyse complex type changes by comparing two schema versions and accordingly derive transformation rules that can applied to propagate the changes to extant objects.
The work done by the research group(s) led by Elke A. Rundensteiner deserves a separate mention, as she has been in recent years one of the most active scientists in the schema evolution and versioning field. The primary goal of her research in this context was to develop transparent schema change technology that allows on-line modification of databases without disturbing existing applications [40] . Ongoing projects include the study of an extensible, re-usable and flexible framework based on the integration of a fixed set of invariant-preserving primitive change operations (with the standard object query language OQL as the vehicle for flexible object migration) [41] , and the optimization of complex sequences of schema evolution operations [42] .
Finally, also our previous work [43, 44] concerned a formal characterization of the schema evolution process in an object-oriented database. We formalized the notion of schema version and the interschema relationships induced by schema changes using an encoding in Description Logics [45] . We introduced interesting reasoning tasks concerning the check of different types of consistency defined at local (i.e. single schema version) or global (i.e. complete database) level, which can be solved using the inference engine of the Description Logic. However, we did not consider the change propagation problem in [43, 44]: we actually assumed dealing with a single database instance, compatible with every derivable schema version, as the only way to ensure portability of applications compiled with past schema versions. An extreme consequence of such an approach is the introduction of a strong notion of "monotonicity": all the legal instances of the schema version resulting from a schema change were also legal with respect to the schema version which has been modified, so that there is no need for change propagation at all. Although such a framework is suitable to describe some progressive "schema refinement" process, it is unable to capture what it is usually meant (also in the present paper) by schema evolution and versioning.
With respect to previous work, the present paper deals with the "semantics of change" problem with the definition of a schema update process which has been proved correct (Theorem 1) and is consistent with the invariant-based approach. The proposed solution for the "change propagation" problem relies in our model on a simple coercion mechanism (e.g. based on the introduction of nulls for newly added object attributes), which has been proved correct with respect to the schema update process (Theorem 2). Moreover, whereas temporal schema versioning, also in the presence of temporal data, has been previously considered in the relational database field (e.g. in [16] , where the principle of synchronous management has been introduced), this is the first attempt to address, on a sound formal basis, the problem in the context of the object-oriented data model. To this end, we considered in
the interaction between the intensional and extensional versioning levels, and introduced the notions of evolving schema and of legal database with respect to an evolving schema. We addressed the issue of "reversibility" (at schema level) for schema changes and defined appropriate inverse modifications (Theorem 3) to deal with multiple schema versions in a unified framework. The proposed solutions for managing the global effects of schema changes have been proved consistent with respect to the legality maintenance requirements (Theorem 4).
Conclusions
In this paper we presented
, a formal model for the management of temporal schema versioning in the framework of a possibly temporal object-oriented database. An operational semantics for the available schema change primitives has been provided and its correctness property have been investigated.
is also provided with an embedded mechanism to translate data from a given schema version into another, which is used to correctly propagate schema changes to extant data after schema changes by preserving global temporal integrity (following a synchronous management approach). The same mechanism can also be used to answer queries in the presence of multiple schemata, which is a major requirement of schema versioning support (e.g. for the reuse of legacy applications or for auditing purposes).
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A Conversion Functions for Types and Values
A.1 The Type Conversion Function
The function calculates the type of the class c based on the class hierarchy . As to condition 1, it can be proved as in the add attribute case. As to condition 2, we consider two cases: 
We distinguish two alternatives: by condition expressed in Table 5 and , and thanks to Lemma 4 we can apply the following transformations) 
Hence we can write For the remaining alternatives, the proof directly follows from the specification of the semantics.
